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PERIODIC POTENTIALS WITH MINIMAL ENERGY BANDS

MARK S. ASHBAUGH AND ROMAN SVIRSKY

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We consider the problem of minimizing the width of the lowest

band in the spectrum of Hill's equation, —u" + q(x)u = Xu on R with

q{x + 1) = q[x) for all x e R, when the potential function q is allowed

to vary over a ball of radius M > 0 in L°° . We show that minimizing poten-

tials q» exist and that, when considered as functions on the circle, they must

have exactly one well on which q»{x) must equal -M and one barrier on

which q*(x) must equal M ; these are the only values that q, can assume

(up to changes on sets of measure zero). That is, on the circle there is a single

interval where q,(x) = M and on the complementary interval q*(x) = —M .

These results can be used to solve the problem of minimizing the gap between

the lowest Neumann eigenvalue and either the lowest Dirichlet eigenvalue or

the second Neumann eigenvalue for the same equation restricted to the interval

[0,1].

In an earlier paper [4] the problem of minimizing or maximizing the gap

between the two lowest Dirichlet eigenvalues of a general Schrödinger operator

-A+V(x) on a bounded domain fiel" when the potential V was subjected

to a /7-norm constraint (1 < p < oo) was considered. In this paper we show

how the same ideas can be applied to minimize the band-width for the lowest

energy band of Hill's equation and to minimize the gap between the two lowest

Neumann (resp., first Neumann and first Dirichlet) eigenvalues in the case where

the potential is subjected to an L°° constraint. Work of a similar nature, but

concerned only with a single eigenvalue, and upon which the developments in

this paper and its precursor [4] are based, is to be found in [1-3].

We consider Hill's equation in the form

(1) -u" + q(x)u = Xu,

where q(x) is assumed to be measurable and periodic of period 1, that is,

q(x + 1) = q(x) for all x £ R. Following the notation of Magnus and Winkler

[9] we have as characteristic values, {X¡}°Z0 and {¿/}/2i > which °hey

(2) X0 < X\ < X'2 < Xx < X2 < X\ < X'4 < X3 < • ■ • .

Here the X¡ 's are the eigenvalues of equation ( 1 ) on [0,1] when periodic

boundary conditions (u(l) - u(0), u'(l) = »'(0)) are imposed and the A¿'s
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are the eigenvalues of the same problem when antiperiodic boundary conditions

(u(l) = -u(0), u'(l) — -u'(0)) are imposed. Furthermore, we shall denote by

{/^}¿Si and {^¡}So me Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues, respectively, for

equation (1) on [0, 1] with Dirichlet (resp., Neumann) boundary conditions

imposed at both endpoints. It is well known [5, 7] that the following inequalities

hold:

(3a) vo < X0 ;

(3b) X'2l_i < p2i-i,  v2i-i <X'2i   for i = 1, 2, 3, ... ;

(3c) X2i-i < p2i,  v2i <X2i   for i = 1, 2, 3, ... .

In this terminology, the quantities with which we concern ourselves here are

A', -Xq, vx-vo, and px-vo. As the results about vx - vq and px - vq follow

readily from those for A', - Ao, we deal for some time mainly with X\ - Xq .

We begin by showing existence of a minimizing potential q%. For M > 0

we let S(M) = {q £ L°°(0, 1)| I^IU < M} and argue first that X\ -X0 (viewed
as a function of the potential q) is bounded on this set. Indeed, this follows

from the fact that Xq and X\ are both bounded there. Uniform upper bounds

follow from the inequalities (2) and (3) above and the corresponding bounds

for Dirichlet eigenvalues as found in [4, 6]. For the lower bound one can use

the estimate

(4)

Ao = /   u0[-u'¿+ q(x)u0]dx
Jo

= —      Uou'¿dx+      q(x)uo(x)2 dx > Xo(q = 0) — M —-M,
Jo Jo

where we have taken »o to be a normalized eigenfunction corresponding to Ao

and where we used the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality to bound - /0 uqu'¿ dx below

by Ao(¿y = 0). Alternatively, we could obtain all necessary bounds simultane-

ously by using the operator inequalities

d2      ,,        d2        . . d2      „

(5) -a^-M^-dx-2+<i{X^-dx-2+M'

where each operator that appears here is taken to have periodic (resp., antiperi-

odic boundary conditions). From the min-max principle [10] it then follows

that

(6) -M = A0(0) - M < X0(q) < A0(0) + M = M

and

(7) n2 - M = A',(0) - M < X\(q) < A',(0) + M = n2 + M.

We therefore have

Lemma 1. For q £ S(M), there are bounds on each of X¡(q) and X\(q) depend-

ing only on M. In particular, on S(M), X\(q)-Xo(q) is bounded uniformly in

q and explicitly we have

(8) n2 -2M < X\ (q) - X0(q) <n2 + 2M.
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The same bounds hold for the quantities px(q) - vq(q) and vx(q) - vo(q)

and, more generally, one has the analogous bounds

(4m +l)n2-2M< X'2m+X(q) - X2m(q)

< (4m + l)%2 + 2M   for m = 0, 1, 2, ...
(9)

and

(10)
(4m -l)n2-2M< X2m-X(q) - X'2m(q)

< (4m - l)n2 + 2M   for m = 1, 2, 3, ... .

The corresponding general results for Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues are

(2m + l)n2 -2M <vm+i(q)-vm(q), pm+i(q) - vm(q)

<(2m+l)n2 + 2M   for m = 0, 1, 2, ... ,
(11)

(12)
(2m + l)n2 - 2M < pm+i(q) - pm(q),  vm+i(q) - pm(q)

< (2m + l)7i2 + 2M   form = 1,2, 3, ... .

Of course, in each of the inequalities (8)-(12) above one can replace the lower

bound by 0 by virtue of the inequalities (3). The existence of a minimizing

potential ¿7« for the quantity A¡(¿y)-A0(¿y), (resp., for vi(q)-vo(q) or pi(q)-

vo(q)) > Q € S(M), now follows by fairly standard subsequencing arguments [3,

4]. Note, however, that no claim of uniqueness of the minimizing potential ¿7»

is made in any of the cases considered.

We now proceed to the main result of this paper, the characterization of the

minimizing potentials ¿7* for X\ — Xo .

Theorem 1. Let M be a positive real number. Consider Hill's equation -u" +

q(x)u = Xu on R, where q(x + 1) = q(x) andq £ S(M) = {q\q(x + 1) = ¿y(x)

and \\q\\oo < M}. Then there exists at least one potential ¿7» £ S(M) such that

X\(q) -Xo(q) is minimized over q £ S(M) by q = q* and any such minimizing

potential ¿7* restricted to [0, 1 ] has the form

(13) 1*(X) = ±M[X{a,b)(x) - X[0,l]\(a,b)(x)],

where 0 < a < b < 1 (and a = 0, b = 1 cannot occur), to within equivalence

of measurable functions. (Here Xa(x) denotes the characteristic function of the

set A c R.) More specifically, if »0 and ux denote normalized eigenfunctions

for Xo and X\, respectively, then

_ ( M a.e.forx£B+ = {x£R\uo(x)2>ux(x)2},

\ -M       a.e.forx£B- = {x£R\u0(x)2<ux(x)2},

and, furthermore, the sets B± are nonempty and ux is a nondegenerate eigen-

function. (In particular, X\(q,) is not degenerate with X'2(q*) and therefore, by

the inequalities (2), both are simple eigenvalues.)

Remark. There is never a unique minimizing potential (for any M > 0) since

all translates of a minimizer ¿7» are also minimizers, and this implies nonunique-

ness unless ¿7, = const. But ¿7* = const is impossible by our characterization

above. A natural further question is whether or not ¿7, is unique up to trans-

lation; however, this appears to be nontrivial to answer analytically and we do

not consider it further here.   On the other hand, it might be noted that our
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results here reduce this question to a point where it could easily be handled

numerically.

Proof. Existence was discussed above so we need only deal with the question of

characterizing ¿7* here. Exactly as in [4] and as sketched in our Appendix below,

it can be argued through the use of degenerate perturbation theory [8, 10] that

A', (¿7*) must be nondegenerate. Since Ao is always nondegenerate, perturbation

theory yields

(15)      Á-[X\(q,+KP)-Xo(q* + KP)]\K=o = J P(x)[ux(x)2 - u0(x)2]dx,

where we assume the eigenfunctions »o and »i to be normalized. Since by the

assumed minimizing property of ¿7» thisjierivative must not be negative for

any perturbation P such that ¿7» + kP £ S(M) for some range [0, e), e > 0,

of K, it follows that on B+ = {x|»o(*)2 > Ui(x)2} all positive perturbations

of ¿7, must be inadmissible; hence, ¿7* = M on B+, and similarly on 2?_ =

{x|»o(x)2 < Ui(x)2}, ¿7* = -M. Since a straightforward argument (see [4])

shows that Uo(x)2 = Ui(x)2 cannot hold on a set of positive measure, it follows

that ¿7* = ±M except perhaps on a set of measure 0. Thus

q.(x) = M[XB+(x) - XbJx)]

= M[XB+ (x) - XB%(x)\ = -M[xB_ (x) - Xb<_ (x)]   a.e.

(where the superscript " c " denotes the complement in R), which establishes

equation (14). To establish equation (13) it remains only to show that one of

B+ or B- when restricted to the interval [0,1] is just an interval (a, b). We

do this by showing that on any half-open interval of length 1 , uq(x)2 = ux(x)2

exactly twice and hence, that B+ and B- are both just single intervals when

viewed as subsets of the circle Sl (which we realize as R/Z).

To facilitate the discussion we translate the problem so that »i(0) = 0 =

»i(l) (it is known that »o has no zeros and that ux has exactly one zero on

any half-open interval of length 1 ). By changing signs as necessary we can also

assume that »o > 0 and that ux(x) > 0 on (0, 1). Since »o(0) = »o(l) > 0,
»i(0) = 0 = »i(l), and »0 and ux are normalized on [0, 1], it is clear that

»i(X)2 - Uo(x)2 must change signs on (0,1) and, furthermore, that there are

points a, b £ (0, 1) with a < b such that ux(x) = Uo(x) at x = a, b and

wi(x) < u0(x) on [0, a) and on (b, 1]. We now argue that ux(x) > u0(x) for

x £ (a, b). There are two cases to consider: (i) »i(x) < »o(x) on (c, d) c

(a, b) and ux(c) = u0(c), ux(d) = u0(d), (ii) ux(c) = u0(c), u\(c) = u'0(c)

for some c £ (a, b) but »i(x) > Uo(x) on a neighborhood of c. Case (i) is

eliminated by using »0 - ux as a trial function in the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality

as follows:

A'i =Pi(q* ;[0, 1]) <pi(q» ; [c, d])

Ic iuo- ux) [(--£2 +¿/,(x))(m0-"i)] dx

¡c (u0-ux)2dx
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SO

pd pd

X\ /   (uq- u\)2dx < /   (uo-u\){ÄQUQ-X\ui)dx

/d çd(uo - Ui)2dx - (X'i -Xo) I  (uo-ui)uidx,

which implies X\ < Xo and contradicts equation (2). (Here Pi(q*; [c, d]) de-

notes the first Dirichlet eigenvalue for -d2/dx2 + q*(x) acting on L2(c, d)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions at c and d.) To eliminate case (ii) we

observe that in that case

(»i - w0)(c) = 0,        (»i -uo)'(c) = 0,

and

(», -Uo)"(c) = [¿7(wi - Wo)+A0wo-A'1Mi]U=c = -(X'i - X0)u0(c) < 0,

and that these are incompatible with »i (x) > Uq(x) in a neighborhood of c.

This establishes that B- n [0, 1] = (a, b) and hence the theorem.   D

From this theorem we can easily obtain corresponding results about fi(q) —

v0(q) and px(q) - vo(q) for the operator -d2/dx2 + q(x) on L2(0, 1) where

¿7 is allowed to vary in the class S(M) = {q £ L°°(0, 1)| I^IU < M} , M > 0.
One obtains

Theorem 2. With notation as given above there exist minimizing potentials q*

for Pi(q) - vo(<¡) and ux(q) - vq(q) < and any such minimizer is of the form

(17) Q*(x) = ±M[xj(x)-X[o,i]\j(x)]   a.e.,

where J is a symmetric interval (a,l-a),0<a<\, and where the plus sign

applies for minimizers of ux - vo and the minus sign applies for minimizers of

Pi - uq . Moreover, for a given M the minimal eigenvalue gaps are all equal,

(18) "?}£(<"! - vo) = min^i - ^o) = min(A', - A0).
S(M) S(M) S(Mj

Proof. Existence of minimizing potentials ¿7, was outlined above. The remain-

ing arguments are identical for i/i -1/0 and Pi -1/0 so for concreteness we shall

concentrate on v\ — v§.

Assume ¿7* minimizes Vi — vo over ¿7 £ S(M). We extend ¿7* to a potential

¿7* on R by periodicity and then consider the Hill's equation problem for ¿7,.

The inequalities given in (3) now show that

(19) ^i(<?*)-^o(<7*) = viiQ*) - MG*) > A'](<?.)-A0(i/,)

so that

(20) "únj^i (9) - "0(0)] >   min [X'i (q) - X0(q)].
<i£S(M) qeS(M)

On the other hand we can also demonstrate the reverse inequality as follows.

Letting Q* be a minimizer for X\ - Xo on S(M) we observe that there are

two distinct translates of Q* that are symmetric about x = 0 (and also about

x = 5 ). This follows from our characterization of minimizers of X\ — Xo as

given in Theorem 1.   From the theory of Hill's equation with a symmetric
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potential [9] it follows that X\ coincides with vx for one of these symmetric

translates and with px for the other and that Ao = vq for both of them. This

shows that one of these symmetric translates Qi actually yields equality in

(21) z/1(Oi)-^o(Ôi) = min(A'1-Ao)
S(M)

and hence that

(22) min(i/i - uq) = min^ - Ao).
S(M) S(M)

Similarly, the other symmetric translate Q2 of Q* yields

(23) Pi(Q2) - MQ2) = rnin(X\ - X0)
S(M)

and hence that

(24) min^i - i/0) = min(A'[ - Ao).
S(M) S(M)

This establishes (18).
Since any minimizer of i/i - u0 (or pi - z/0) gives a minimizer of X\ - Xo

via periodic extension of period 1, it is clear that if ¿7* minimizes v\ - vo

(or Pi —vo) then its periodic extension ¿7« must meet the conditions given in

Theorem 1. To see that it also must be symmetric with respect to x = \ we

argue by contradiction. For this purpose, suppose that ¿7, is not symmetric

with respect to x = \ and consider the eigenfunction tp 1 corresponding to the

eigenvalue pi (respectively ux). For the periodically extended problem it is

clear that <px is a Floquet solution and that its Floquet multiplier p is real and

negative as is given by

(25) p = <p'x(l)/<p'x(0)       (resp., <px(l)/<px(0)).

Now either p ^ — 1, in which case px (resp., ux) cannot be in the spectrum of

the associated Hill operator, or p — -1, and q> 1 is an antiperiodic characteristic

function of the Hill operator. In the first case it follows that px > X\ (resp., vx >

X\) and hence pi -u0 > X\ -Xo (resp., Ví-uq > Aj -Ao), contradicting equation
(18). In the second case, a contradiction still arises since in that case cpi would
have to be a second independent antiperiodic characteristic function for Hill's

equation with pi = X\ (resp., vx = A',), and this would imply that X2 — X\, i.e.,

that X\ is degenerate with A'2, which we know from the proof of Theorem 1

to be impossible. The independence of tp 1 and »i (the characteristic function

for X\) follows from the fact that the zeros of »i (and of »',) may be assumed

via the theory of Hill's equation with a symmetric potential [9] to have the

same symmetry as the potential, whereas the zeros of 91 do not share this

symmetry because of our original assumption. This contradiction shows that

the minimizers of Pi-vo (or z^i -1^0) must be symmetric about x = \ , thereby

completing the proof.   G

Appendix

In this appendix we sketch the argument showing that X\ (¿7*) must be a

nondegenerate eigenvalue. A similar argument appears in [4]. The argument
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is similar to the argument for the nondegenerate case given in our proof of

Theorem 1 above, except that it requires a more elaborate set-up and somewhat

different conclusions must be reached (as we desire to show that the degenerate

case cannot occur).

Let {y/i}ri=x be an orthonormal eigenbasis for X\ where we assume r > 1

(for the one-dimensional problem dealt with in this paper this implies that

r is necessarily 2, but we shall give the argument for arbitrary r since it is

no more difficult in this generality). For any perturbation P(x) the potential

q, + KP gives rise to r eigenvalues (not necessarily distinct) {X\ ,(/c)}¿=1, each

an analytic function of k satisfying X\ ¡(0) — X\(q*). Moreover, the derivatives

(26) ¿[A'1,,('c)-Ao(¿7, + /cJP)]|K=o

are given by the eigenvalues of the r x r selfadjoint matrix A with entries

qij=l   P(x)(ip~(x)y/j(x)-\uo(x)\2ôu]dx

= i¥i, PVj)-(uo, Puo)Sij.

For a perturbation P such that ¿7, + kP £ S(M) for some interval [0, e),

e > 0 (henceforth expressed as " P is admissible for positive k " or " P is

right-admissible"), it follows that A must be positive semidefinite; otherwise

we could decrease X\ - Xo from its value at ¿7* since

j-[X\(q.+KP)-Xo(q* + KP)]\K=o
(28) dK d

= min -j-[X\ ¡(k) - A0(¿7* + kP)]\k=0 ,
l<i<r ÜK        '

where the expression on the left denotes a right-hand derivative. Thus if u

denotes any normalized eigenfunction for A', (¿7») we have

r r

(29) u = Y^ ciVi >    where ]$T \c¡\2 = 1
1=1 ¿=i

and hence
r-l

P(x)[|w(x)|2-|»0(x)|2]¿/x

(30) J0 i _

=    Yl   c¡cj I   P(x)Wi(x)\i/j(x)-\uo(x)\2ôij]dx = (c, Ac) >0.
I<t1<r J°

It follows that if P is admissible for positive k , then

(31) /   P(x)[\u(x)\2-\u0(x)\2]dx>0
Jo

for any normalized eigenfunction u of A', . Similarly, one can show that if P

is admissible for negative k (or left-admissible), then

(32) / />(x)[|»(x)|2-|«o(x)|2]¿/x<0
To

for any normalized eigenfunction u of X\ .

IJo
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Now define for any normalized eigenfunction u of A', , the sets B+(u) =

{x 6 E||mo(*)|2 > |"MI2} and B-(u) = {x £ R\ \u0(x)\2 < \u(x)\2} . It follows
from the inequalities above that a positive perturbation P supported on B+(u)

cannot be admissible for positive k and neither can a positive perturbation P

supported on B-(u) be admissible for negative k . Neglecting some measure-

theoretic technicalities (see [4] for details) it follows that ¿7* = M on B+(u)

and ¿7» = —M on B-(u) for any u. Thus,

(33) ¿7*(x) = M[xb+(u)(x) - Xb.(u)(x)]

for any u. However, this can hardly be the case for two linearly independent

normalized eigenfunctions u. In particular, suppose that nx and t]2 denote

two such u 's that are orthogonal to each other. Since neither B+(u) nor B-(u)

can be empty (by the fact that »o and u are always taken to be normalized

on (0, 1) and are continuous) it is clear that we can find a point xo at which

/72(xo) — ffC^o) = Mo(xo) / 0. By adjusting signs as necessary we may assume
that ?7i(xo) = r?2(xo) = uq(xq) > 0. But now consider a third normalized

eigenfunction for X\ ,

(34) n, = (m - n2)/V2.

Clearly, f/3(xo) = 0 < »o(xo), and therefore, using the continuity of all the

eigenf unctions involved, it follows that B±(n3) cannot coincide with B±(nx)

and B±(n2), and hence the relation (33) above cannot hold for u — 773. This

contradiction shows that A', cannot have two linearly independent eigenfunc-

tions, i.e., that X\ cannot be degenerate. Hence, r = 1 and X\ is nondegenerate

(simple), thus completing the proof.
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